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Find us on Facebook!

  
Click here to go to our Facebook page! 

Riddle me This:
What has 13 hearts but no other organs? 

Receive A Hand in Health...

Did You Know?
February started with a "Super Blue

Blood Moon" which hadn't happened in
152 years!  

Thank You...   
for signing up to receive the
Giebler Chiropractic Health
Newsletter!  Each edition will
contain information about
current health topics
or nutrition and health issues
that the doctor wants to
share, community
involvement opportunities,
Giebler Chiropractic
updates, and much more! 
Please feel free to forward this on to any family or friends you think
will benefit, and always keep their health in mind!   

A Note from Dr. Nic

This winter cold snap is even bringing ME down when it comes to
getting outside an putting some miles in!  But I just keep telling
myself that the days are getting longer...and by getting outside and
running and training, I will be rewarded down the road (or, in this
case, trail) in a couple months at my next big event.

On May 13th, I'm running the Ice Age Trail 50 Miler.  It's one of the
oldest ultra-marathons in the country, and it's been on my "list" for
several years.  This year I will be doing my best to get a finish and
earn one of those coveted Finisher Belt Buckles.

This year I also have more motivation.

I'm running Ice Age in hopes of rising money for Kim.  Kim has
been at our office since the beginning!  Now in our TENTH year(!)
at Giebler Chiropractic, Kim was our first part time employee.  She
has risen to Office Manager and is really the glue holding this place
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For the first time in 152 years, three lunar
events coincided with each other on the

night of January 31:
a supermoon, a blue Moon and blood

moon, making it one of the most rare and
beautiful lunar displays in recent years.
A supermoon occurs when the Moon is

unusually close to the Earth which makes
it appear larger and brighter in the sky. 
Out of the 12 or 13 full Moons that occur

each year, only three or four achieve
supermoon status.  2018 has already

been host to two supermoons. 
On top of this, a blood Moon is a

particularly rare event in which the Moon
turns red during an eclipse. This happens

when the light from the Sun reflects
directly onto the eclipsing Moon.  The

third event was a blue moon, which is the
second full Moon of the month. 

If you missed this Super Blue Blood
Moon, make a note in your diary for

2037.  That is the next time the three
events are likely to coincide.

 

Riddle Answer:

A deck of playing cards.

We Need Your Help :)

Our Newsletter went to 447
people this month!  Our goal is

500...please forward this email to
your friends & family!!

 
Thanks in advance,

Dr. Nic

Century Farms
Grass-fed Beef from Scottish

Highland cattle

Robin Schmahl
 W6024 County Road EH

Elkhart Lake, WI
920-894-4375

 Raw Honey
Unheated & Unfiltered

Philip Wimmler
N9647 Little Elkhart Lake Road

Elkhart Lake, WI
920-838-1005

    Golden Bear Farms
Organic Pastured Pork
    and Grass-fed Beef

Steve & Marie Deibele 
19714 Reichardt Road

Kiel, WI 53042
920-333-0005

 www.goldenbearfarm.net

-Boonie Mama's
Soaps, Lotion Bars,

Body Butter, Lip Balm

together.  As you know, Kim is heading to Mexico soon to continue
her fight with cancer, and every bit of financial support helps.  So
I'm running the Ice Age 50 Miler, and I'm looking for "Mile
Sponsors!"  I am hoping to find a Sponsor for each of the 50 miles. 
If I'm successful, I will have a sponsor donate $50 for each of the
50 miles, resulting in $2500 raised for Kim's Cause.  Please
consider a donation--you can make it straight through her
GoFundMe page or drop off a check at the office.

I'm going to run 50 miles.  It sounds like a big endeavor, but in the
long run, what Kim is doing makes it sound like a stroll down the
sidewalk.

Please, Please Help!

50 sponsors for 50 miles...let's get going!

Health Link                                           

The science behind
"grounding" or
"earthing" is
another great
reason to
#getoutside...
barefoot!
 
Click the link below
for a fascinating
video on this
subject.
 
Watch the Grounding video by clicking here.
 

Kim's Corner

I cannot write this article without a huge, sincere, humble, grateful,
heartfelt, teary "ThAnK YoU!" to all of you who have
shared prayers, words of encouragement, and financial donations
to support me in my pursuit of additional cancer treatment in
Mexico!!!  My family and I have been truly overwhelmed by the love
shown by so many people.  With God's provision and help from so
many of you, I am thrilled to report that we have met our goal!
 
On Tuesday, February 13, my husband, Bob, and I will be flying to
San Diego, CA.  First thing Wednesday morning, February 14, a
shuttle from the Hope 4 Cancer Institute in Tijuana, Mexico, will pick
us up and take us across the border to the clinic to begin three full
weeks of treatment.  We will return home on Wednesday, March 7.
I will be receiving treatments seven days per week for those three
weeks, plus I will be given a take-home treatment protocol to
continue after we return home.  Hope 4 Cancer Institute offers one
of the best follow-up programs, too.  There will be weekly phone
calls with the doctor for 12 weeks as well as two follow-up visits to
the clinic--one at three months and a second between six and nine
months. 

I checked out several cancer clinics in
Mexico (There are way more than I
thought!), contacted four of them, and
had telephone interviews with doctors
from three of them.  Dr. Tony Jimenez
from Hope 4 Cancer has been featured
in two docu-series produced by The
Truth About Cancer organization, and since I have been familiar
with The Truth About Cancer from fairly early on in my cancer
journey, it was the first clinic I contacted and, ultimately, the one I
chose.
 
I cannot finish this article without also expressing my appreciation
for the staff here at Giebler Chiropractic.  Dr. Nic & Ellie, who are
more like family than my employers, couldn't have been more
accommodating with my schedule as well as super supportive, and
I love them for it!  I am also so grateful for Holly and Heather, who
have willingly taken on increased hours and responsibilities due to
my absences in addition to being very supportive.  The office will be
in very capable hands.  I couldn't ask for better employers or
coworkers! 
 
I'm not sure how often I'll be able to update my blog while I'm in
Mexico, but you can continue to keep current at least until we leave
by clicking the link below:  Blog: "Swimming Against the Current" 

Hyperlordosis            

Our spine is normally curved in order to reduce shock and distribute
weight evenly along the length of the back. However, in
hyperlordosis (sometimes simply called lordosis and commonly
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Deborah Baldwin
N590 Seven Corners Rd.

Kiel, WI  53042 
219-613-8454

known as "swayback") the natural lordotic curves in the spine
become overly pronounced, causing pain and sometimes spasms
in the lumbar muscles.  Though hyperlordosis most often occurs in
the lumbar region of
the back, it can also
appear in the cervical
spine.  There are a few
different causes of
lordosis.  It can be
congenital, occurring
during fetal
development when a
significant difference
develops between the
thickness of the front and back parts of the cervical discs.  The
condition often worsens at puberty and is not obvious until the
person reaches their early 20s. Pregnant women often experience
this condition, as the weight of the baby pulls on the lower back.
Spondylolisthesis, where one vertebra slips over another, can also
contribute to this disorder.  Hyperlordosis can occur in older adults
due to arthritis or spinal degeneration, though in most adults it is
perhaps most often due to an imbalance in muscle strength and
length in the lumbar and hip regions.  Chiropractic care may help
reduce lower back pain from hyperlordosis, and your chiropractor
may use spinal manipulation to reduce pain and help restore
motion.  But unless the condition is severe enough to require
surgery (which usually involves spinal fusion), stretching and
specific rehab exercises are the most common treatment to correct
hyperlordosis.
 
To find out more on how to prevent hyperlordosis, click here.

Dowager's Hump               

"The first few months of our lives are spent bald, in a diaper, and in
the fetal position. Often, the last few months of our lives are spent
the same way."  That idea always stuck with me.  But there's
something to be said for how our bodies develop, and how they
then begin to break down.  Think about it.  We all start in the 'fetal
position' inside our mother's womb, all curled up in a ball.  Over
time, we learn to crawl, then stand, then walk, then do all sorts of
fun things.  We stand tall.  We are young, strong, and capable of
many activities.
 
Then...'life' happens.  And we end up sitting in a chair in front of a
computer, or on the couch for far too many hours, or looking down
at the assembly line in front of us.  Over time, we begin to lose our
height and our ability to stand up tall.  This is not a good thing.
 
Although the name "Dowager's Hump" implies that this condition is
one that affects elderly women (which it primarily does), it can also
affect anyone who spends a lot of time hunched over or who has a
severe case of osteoporosis, including men.
 

 
Click here to read more about Dowager's Hump.
 

Upcoming Events  
 
Feb 13:  Kim Leaves for treatment in Mexico.  PRAYERS PRAYERS PRAYERS for
safe travel, wonderful weather, relief, and HEALING!
 
Thursday, Feb. 15:  The office is OPEN.
Friday, Feb. 16:  The office is CLOSED. 
 

Questions? Comments?
Dr. Nic loves answering questions regarding Chiropractic Care, Nutrition, Supplements, A.R.T., Diet,
Exercise, Health, or anything else you can think of!  Please feel free to email Dr. Nic a quick question,
OR--better yet--call the office and set up a specific time to chat.  Informative consults are at no charge to
you and will better help the doctor to meet and address your specific needs and questions.
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Giebler Chiropractic
730 Calumet Avenue, Kiel WI, 53042 
  
Phone: 920-894-2399
email: gieblerchiro@gmail.com 
 
Kim Olson 
Office Manager

Giebler Chiropractic, 730 Calumet Avenue, Kiel, WI 53042
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